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Preliminary Remarks
 According to the Greek Constitution (article 3), the main 

religion in Greece is the religion of the Eastern Orthodox 
Church of Christ. 

 Freedom of religious conscience is inviolable.
 Proselytism is prohibited.

 All known religions are free, and their worship rites can be 
exercised without hindrance and under the protection of the 
law. 

 No one can be exempted from their obligations to the State, 
and no one can refuse to observe the law because of his 
religious convictions.



3.1. ΑΠΟΣΤΟΛΗ 
APOSTOLI (MISSION)

Foundation
APOSTOLI is a nonprofit, civil organization, 
founded in 2010 by the Sacred Archdiocese 
of Athens, with national and international 
activities in the humanitarian and 
educational field. 

Objectives
• Assisting the brother in need, responding 

to the cry of hungry children, the 
mourning of the uprooted and the 
desperation of the poor.

• Give hope for a better world.

• To fufill the eternal and historical 
destination of the Church: to be (a) a 
source of spiritual life, of freedom and love 
for all, and (b) a travelling companion of 
humanity and of every single person who 
suffers, regardless of the color of their skin, 
their religion or ethnic origin.

You can help as well to change 
our lives.

No neighbor
without food, roof, doctor or 

medicine.

The archbishop of Athens Ieronimos I, founder of Apostoli, among refugees. 



The “Greek Language Integration – Greek 
Culture” Program

Greek language courses

Visit places of cultural, archaeological and artistic 
interest, such as churches and temples, museums, 
theatres and archaeological sites. 

Aims
 facilitate the inclusion of foreigners in Greek 

society, 

 encourage their admission to the labor market 
and

 improve their quality of life.



Hostel for Unaccompanied Immigrants Minors 
“Hestia” (Agios Dimitrios, Athens)

 Reception and hospitality services for all asylum seekers 
and refugees.

 First level medical care.
 Elementary education.
 Psychological and advisory support.

Professional Training Program

 professional training.
 developing skills for refugees and migrants. 
 seminars that will help them be admitted to society and 

the labor market, in turism, in catering ecc. more calmly 
and In a better way.



Educational Center for Children of the World

For children (6-17 yrs)
• preparation and reinforcement of foreign chindren 

for the Greek public school.
• “Supporting Refugee Children’s and Youth’s 

Resilience Through the Provision of Non-Formal 
Education and Psychosocial Support”

For the parents
• Lessons of Greek and English.
• Creative employment and experience 

workshops.
• Development of life and social skills (life 

skills).
• Psycho-social support to women.
• Personal strengthening of women.



3.2. Η ΚΙΒΩΤΟΣ ΤΟΥ ΚΟΣΜΟΥ 
KIVOTOS TOY KOSMOY (THE ARK OF THE WORLD)

Foundation
• The ‘’Ark of the World” is a voluntary nonprofit 
organization.

• It was founded in 1988 in Athens by a young 
orthodox priest, Fr. Antonios Papanikolaou.

• Interess, compassion and diaconia for the less 
priviledged children of his parish.

Reactions.
Offerings of money and service, spirit of giving 
and volunteering.

Perplexities and suspicions for the help to 
immigrants and refugees.

«The Ark is a plan of God. Let’s 
move forward with His help»

«Love knows no boundaries»

The founder, Fr Antonios, among Greek and foreign children

Foundation 
Foundation 



Objectives and work

Hospitality homes for chidren and teenagers. 

Caring for unprotected, abandoned or orphaned 
children.

Protection and services for children’s rights.

Homes and support to single-parent families with 
serious economic and social problems.

Parent counseling and education services.

Education for underaged refugees.

Volunteers offer their services to the Ark of the World

The house of the Ark of the World in Athens

Greek language course for underage foreigners



“AGALIA” 
FOR THE CARE AND SUPPORT OF 

MAN
3.3. ΑΓΚΑΛΙΑ
AGKALIA (HUG)

Foundation
• Agkalia is an NGO organization in Lesvos, an island in 
the Aegean Sea, close to the Turkish coast.

• The protagonist of Agkalia’s activities was the Orthodox 
priest, Fr. Stratis Dimou.

• “Our vision of “Agkalia” springs from the Cross, where 
Christ had his arms outstretched, embracing the whole 
world” .

• Financial support for the residents of Lesvos, suffering 
from the economic crisis.

• Rescuing refugees from the sea, he welcomed them, he 
gave them food, clothing and a place to stay, as well as 
psychological support.

• Saint of the poor and the refugees, the baba nour (the 
father of the light), as Syrian refugees called him and the 
Good Samaritan of Greece, according to the UN.

”We see neither race nor 
nationality, religion or anything 

else; we see people”

Father Stratis, the saint of the poor and the refugees



“God is in love, in peace, in humility, in innocence, in 
forgiving, in the face of an orphan, of the homeless, the 
hungry, the sick, the refugee, the neighbors, of our friends 
and our acquaintancies, of those in need, of the white, the 
black, the Asian, the Indians, of all men”.

Problems and objections

Many Greek islanders are wary of poor refugees who arrive 
on the island. Others worry about the impact their 
presence will have on tourism. 

The spiritual answer
«It is said that Greece is in danger from the presence of 
foreigners. Instead, I say that the danger does not come 
from foreigners but from us Greeks, because we have 
forgotten our habbits and customs, our traditions, charity. 
The crisis we are going through is not just economic, but 
rather moral”.

L’isola di Lesvos Profughi sulle spiaggie di Lesvos



Spiritual Testament

«Dear friends, … the men of the world, of the war, 
the children who seek hope are our brothers and 
sisters and Agkalia will continue to be close to 
them and give them hope for tomorrow.  I 
recommend to continue to fight everyday for 
peace and love.  Only in this way can we call 
ouselves human beings.”

Three old women of Lesvos with a muslim baby.

Father Stratis holding young Alan Kurdi. Alan Kurdi, with
his brother Galib and their mother Rehana arrived in
Lesvos on September 2, 2015, crossing the Aegean sea
from the turkish coast of Bodrum, Turkey.

The example of Fr Stratis has found many imitators 
and has helped make a large part of the Greeks
more sensitive and more positive towards religious 
and cultural diversity.



Thank you!

P. Ar. Yfantis AUTh-ISE
Thessaloniki, may-june 2022




